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Let S2 be a locally flat 2-sphere in a 4-dimensional euclidean space
R4, then the knot obtained by slicing S2 with a hyperplane in R4 is
called a slice knot [1].
A singular disk that is a continuous image of the unit 2-cell in a
3-dimensional euclidean space R3 will be called a ribbon, if and only if
each of its singularities is of the following type:
and a knot that is the boundary0 of a ribbon is called a ribbon knot.
R. H. Fox presented a problem "Is every slice knot a ribbon knot ?"
in his paper [2]. The purpose of this paper is to give an affirmative
answer to the problem.
In this paper we will consider everything from the semilinear point
of view.
1. In this paper, we shall use the motion picture method of des-
cribing surfaces in a 4-space R4.
Let K be a slice knot in a 3-space R3, and H4[tl, /2] be a subspace
# 3 x [ ^ , / 2 ] in a 4-space R4 = R3x(— co, oo), where ( , ) means open in-
terval and [ , ] closed.
1) The boundary of a singular disk (a ribbon) means the image of the boundary of
the inverse image.
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Then, we can easily see that there exists a locally flat, non-singular
2-cell e2 in H4( — l, 0] with boundary /c. In order to decribe e2, we
consider the intersections of e2 with the hyperplanes R* = R*x[t^\ and
describe the changing of the configuration as / increases from — 1 to 0.
We can modify e2 isotopically in H\ — 1, 0] so that these intersections,
except at a finite number of levels, consist of collections of oriented,
simple closed polygons which vary continuously with /. In each ex-
ceptional level of the modified e2 there are a finite number of critical
points called elementary critical points, but these can be classified in
three types, that is, as t increases through the critical value ί0, the
configuration changes as follows
(elliptic critical point of type I at t = t0:) a small unknotted simple closed
polygon appears as in figure 1,
nothing a P° i n t
t < t β t==t° t o < t
Fig. 1
(elliptic critical point of type II at t=t0:) a small unknotted simple closed
polygon shrinks to a point and disappears as in figure 2,
a
 P° i n t nothing
t<to t=to i o i
Fig. 2
(hyperbolic critical point at t=tQ:) two arcs approach each other and
cross over as in figure 3,
t<to t=to to<t
Fig. 3
Next, we will simplify the arrangement of the critical points of e2.
Since ίf4[ — 1, 1] — e2 is arcwise connected, it is easy to modify e2 so
that elliptic critical points of type I and II are found only at f=—1
and t=l respectively, and the hyperbolic critical points are found at
If the critical points of the 2-cell e2 are as above, we will
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say that the 2-cell e2 has a (— 1, l)-canonical form. Therefore, we have
the following
Lemma 1. // a knot K in /?? = ί?3 x [0] is a slice knots then there is
a locally flat, non-singular 2-cell e2 with boundary K in H4[_ — 1, 1] which
has a ( — 1, \)-canonical form.
Now, we may assume that the p hyperbolic critical points of e2 are
found one by one at the values tiy i = l , 2, •••, A where — I<t1<t2<, ••-,
<tp<Q. Let q and r be the number of the elliptic critical points of
type I and type II respectively, where p, q, r are non-negative integers
satisfying q + r—p = l.
We will map 0 2 Π # 4 [ - 1 , 0] into R\
Let ε be a sufficiently small positive integer. Since e2 Π H^ — 1, tl — £']
(0<£ </! + !) consists of q disjoint, non-singular, locally flat 2-cells with
boundary e2nR*tl-ε which are q disjoint unlinked unknotted circles, we can
map e2Γ\H4[_ — 1, t1—ε^\ to q disjoint, non-singular 2-cells in R3 by homeo-
morphism hQ. Next, since e
2
Γ\H4[_t1 — £, t2 — £] (0<£</ 2 — t^ consists of
non-singular perforated disks with boundaries e2ΓiRztl-s and £
2
Π#?2_ε,
e
2
ΓiH*[t1—ε, tz—e] can be deformed to e2Γ[RBCl-ζ with a band ^ attached
at the two disjoint small arcs of e2Γ\R*1-ζ at which the hyperbolic
critical point appears, as in figure 4 [3]. Denote this deformation by
g l
Fig. 4
^t1 — £, ί2 — £]) into ί?3 by a homeomorphism Ax satisfy-
Next, since ^ 2 nί/ 4 [4 — £> ^ 3 — f] (0<£<ί 3 — /2) consists of non-singular
perforated disks with boundaries ^2Π/??2_ε and ^
2
Π/??3_ε, we see that
β
2
nί/4[^~^> 3^ — £] c a n be deformed to 02n/??2_ε with a band 5 2 attached
at the two disjoint small arcs of £2Π#?2_ε at which the hyperbolic
critical point appears. Denote this deformation by g2. Also we map
t2 — £, ίa — £]) into ί?3 by a homeomorphism /z2 satisfying
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Repeating these processes, we have the deformations g{ from
, - £ , /t + 1 - £ ] (Q<6<ti+1-ti) to 02n/?*,._ε with the attached band
and the homeomorphisms A, from gi(e2^H^\_ti~ 8, ti+1 — £]) into R3
satisfying (02 n#?,._
ε
) = /^ -i^ V-iO?2 ΓΊ/??,_
ε
) where ί=2, 3, and
Since e2Γ\H
4[— £, 0] consists of non-singular perforated disks with
boundaries ^2Π/?l
ε
 and eΓ\R*9 we can deform £
2
Γi//4( — £, 0) by a de-
formation gp+l to 02fΊ/?o» and gp+ι(e?Γ\H4[ — <?, 0]) can be mapped into
# 3 by a homeomorphism hp+1 satisfying hpgp(e2ΓiR-ζ) = hp+lgp+l(e2ΠR-ί)
= hp+1(e2Γ\R$. Now, by applying g19 g2, —9 gp+1 and h09 hί9 —, hp+ί to
^
2
Π/ί 4[ — 1, 0], we obtain a singular perforated disk composed of q
disjoint 2-cells with the attached bands B19 •••, Bp.
The boundary of the singular perforated disk now consists of K and
r disjoint unlinked unknotted circles a19 - yar. The circles al9 - ,ar
bound r mutually disjoint non-singular disks that do not intersect κy
and these disks correspond to the r elliptic critical points of type II.
The singularities of the singular perforated disk are of the following
four types:
B1 k
Fig. 5a
A'
Fig. 5b
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Fig. 5c
Fig. 5d
where k, cl, •••, cr are inverse images of K, aly •-, ar.
A singular perforated disk in R3 will be called a perforated ribbon
if the singularities are all of the above four types.
From the above considerations we have
Lemma 2. // a knot K is a slice knot in R3, there exists in R3 — /c
a collection of r mutually disjoint, non-singular 2-cells σ19 <r2, •••, σr such
that K and the boundary circles aly α2, •••, ar of the 2-cells σly σz, •••, σr
bound a perforated ribbon in R3.
2. Let K be a slice knot in R3. By lemma 2, there are non-
singular disks σ19 cr2, , σr which are disjoint to each other and do not
intersect ιc, and there is a perforated ribbon σ0 such that dσ0=/c{jdσ1\J
•••U9σγ, where 3σ, means the boundary α, of σt (/=!, 2, •••, r). Let
σ = σ0Uσ1U ••• Uσ r , then cr is a singular disk with boundary K.
Now, we will examine the singularities of σ.
The singularities of σ consist of the self-intersections of σ0 and the
intersections of σ0 and σf (/=! , 2, •••, r), for σf has no self-intersections
and σι and σj are mutually disjoint for ίΦy, /, y = l, 2, ••-, r.
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Let D, D0, Dly •••, Dr be the inverse images of σ, σ0 σw ••-, σ>, and
let ky cly czy •••, £r be the inverse images of K, aly a2, •••, α r , that is dD=k,
dDt = c{ ( ί = l , 2 , - , r ) .
Now, let us consider the intersections of <TO and σ f, ίΦO. The
singularities of σ0 are of the four types of Fig. 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, that is,
they are double lines (the segment AB in figure 5). The two endpoints
of one of the inverse images A'ff, A'B" of AB are boundary point of
D0 (A', B/ figure 5), and the two endpoints of the other are inner points
of D0 (A", B" in figure 5).
We will call the inverse image of a double line of <TO whose end-
points are boundary points of D0 a b-line and an inverse image whose
endpoints are inner points of DQ an i-line.
In the case that an endpoint A of a double line AB of CTO is on
a,i = dσiy the intersection of σ0 and σ, must contain a double line whose
endpoint is A, and we may modify σf so that the double line does not
intersect the double line AB in a neighborhood of A (as shown in
figure 6).
Fig. 6
At the inverse image of a double line, the ό-line A'B' extends on
Df from A to a point E' of d , and the /-line A'B" extends on D0 from
A' to a point E" whose image is identical with the image of E'. Let
E be the image of Er and Eh', then the following two cases can occur.
Case I. In the case that E is not a singular point of σ
 0 we have
E' = E", because E/ and E" are on D0 and E is not a singular point of
σ0. Then E must be a branch point of σ.
Case II. In the case that E is a singular point of σ0 there is a
double line of σ0 having E as one of its endpoints. If the other end-
point G is on /c, G is an endpoint of a completed double line of σ. If
G is not on K but on a{ (/=!, 2, •••, r), the double line extends again
and at last either it arrives at the endpoint of a completed double
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line of σ or it arrives at the point B and forms a closed double line
of σ or the case I occurs.
We remark that if a 6-line meets an /-line, then the junction-point
must be a branch point.
The remaining singular lines of σ arise from the intersection of
GΓO— Θσ0 with σf — dσi O'ΦO). Such a singular line must be a closed
double curve.
We will call a double line, whose endpoints are on the boundary,
a double line of ribbon type.
From the above considerations, the singularities of σ are of the
following types3)
i) double lines of ribbon type.
ii) closed double curves.
iii) triple points which are crossing points of double lines.
iv) branch points.
3.
(I) Branch points
Since the interiors of σ0 and σ£ have no branch points, a branch
point appears only in case I of section 2 that is, all branch points are
on α f ( i = l , 2, •••, r}. As a branch point is the result of local winding of
cr2 around ai9 we may modify σ, so that there is only one double line
through the branch point. Then the double lines through the points
are of the following two types, and figures 7a, 7b show their inverse
images.
Fig. 7
We can eliminate such a branch point by cutting along a double
line through the branch point, as shown in figure 8 [4] .
2) By a slight modification we can put σ into general position,
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Fig. 8
[II] Triple points
A triple point is a crossing of double lines that is, if A is a triple
point then there are just three double lines through A. Let these
double lines be EG, HI, JK in a neighborhood of A, and the inverse
image of A be A, A", A", then the inverse image of σ in a neigh-
borhood of A is as in figure 9.
Fig. 9
Now, we will consider triple points on double lines of ribbon type.
By the considerations about singularities of σ in section 2, one of the
three inverse images of every triple point does not belong to /-line.
By cutting σ along the image of an arc starting from a boundary point
and disjoint with /-lines, we may suppose that E'G' is a subarc of a in-
line, say E'G' again, and H'Γ is of a 6-line or of a closed double curve,
and GΆ does not contain any inverse image of triple points as in figure
10-left upside.
We take such a point G1 on EA that the double line GGΪ contains
no triple points except A. Now we cut off σ along GGl as in figur 10,
then the triple point A vanishes.
The cut σ has no singularities of new types and the knot type of
the boundary does not change. We will denote the cut σ and its boun-
dary by σ and K again.
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E'
Fig. 10
Repeating these processes, we can remove all the triple points on
the double lines of ribbon type.
Now, let the collection {A{B{, A'2B'2, ••-, Ά'mB'm} be the δ-lines on D;
that is, the inverse images of the double lines of ribbon type whose
endpoints are on k. Let d{ be a narrow band in D which contains
A'tB't in its interior and does not contain the inverse images of the other
singularities of σ ( / = ! , •••, ra). By cutting D along the boundaries of
d19 dzy •••, dm, the cell is separated into 2m -fl disks d19 d2y •••, dm and
dm+i, dm+2, —, d2m+l as in figure 11.
Let Δ l f Δ2, •-, Δ 2 m + 1 be the images of dl9 d29 —, rf2;//+1, then Δ l f - , Δ w
are mutually disjoint, non-singular disks, and Δ
m + 1, •••, Δ 2 m + 1 are singular
disks. However Δ
m + 1L)Δm + 2U ••• LJΔ2m+1 has no singularities in a neigh-
borhood of 3ΔW+1U 3ΔW+2U ••• U 9Δ2 m + 1. Therefore, by a simple extension
of Dehn's lemma (proof in the Appendix) we can replace Δ
m + 1 ,Δ m + 2 , •••,
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A'
m
Fig. 11
Δ2w+ι by mutullay disjoint, non-singular disks # m + 1 , $M + 2,
differ from ΔW + 1U ••• UΔ 2 w + 1 only on a compact subset of (?
•, ι9
2 w + 1
that
Now, by identifying the disks Δ, , •••, Δ
m
, tf
m+1, •-, $2W+1 along the
cuts as before, we have a new singular disk with boundary /c. Let us
again denote this new disk by σ .
We will now consider the singularities of the new disk σ.
Since Δ
x
, •••, Δ
w
, are mutually disjoint non-singular disks, and
$
w + 1, •••, $2m+i are mutually disjoint non-singular disks, all the singulari-
ties occur only as intersections of Δf and &j ( i = l , •••, m, j = m + l9 •••,
2m + 1).
After a slight modification, only double lines, triple points and
branch point occur as singularities.
When a double line crosses a cut, the inverse images of the cross-
ing point must be identical, and such a singular point must be a branch
point. Furthermore every branch point arises in this way.
If there is a double line which is neither closed nor of ribbon type,
the inverse images of the double line are two arcs A'B" and A"B' and
both A and Bf are on κ9 where A! is on the boundary of ΰ} and B
f
 is
on the boundary of Δ
e
 (as in figure 12). But Δt does not intersect
Fig. 12
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κΓ\$j, so this is a contradiction.
If there is a triple point, it must be contained in three different
disks of the collection Δ1? ~ ,Δm, #m+19 ••• #2m+ι. But this is impossible.
Since we can eliminate the branch points as in the beginning of
this section, we can modify3) σ so that the singularities are all of the
following type
1) double lines of ribbon type
2) closed double curves.
As there exist no triple points, all the closed double curves are
simple and mutually disjoint.
Therefore we can easily remove these simple closed double curves
by the well-known cut-and-exchange method.
Thus we can obtain a ribbon modified from σ with the boundary
K. Therefore we have
Theorem. Every slice knot is a ribbon knot.
H. Terasaka proved that the Alexander polynomial of a ribbon knot
is of the form ±tmf(f) f(t^\ [7]. Therefore it follows from the above
Theorem that the Alexander polynomial of a slice knot is of the form
l), [8].
Appendix
Lemma. // D19 D2, •••, Dr is a set of normal, canonical Dehn-disks
such that dD{Γ\Dj=φ (i^FJ>iy j = l,2,- ,r) in a ^-manifold M, then there
exists a set of mutually disjoint, non-singular disks $j, $2> •••, dr such that
&i is identical with Dt in a sufficiently small neighborhood of dD{ ( ί = l ,
2, - , r\
Proof. By making use of Dehn's lemma repeatedly, we have a set
of non-singular disks D(, Z>2, ••-, D'
r
 such that D< is identical with D
s
 in
a small neighborhood of 3DZ (/=!, 2, ••-, r).
Since D( is a non-singular disk and D(f}'dD'
ί
 = φ i=2, •••, r there is
a 3-cell V± containing D[ in its interior and contained in M—dDz\J'
Then we can construct such a homeomorphism φ1 that φλ is the
identity in M - V, and that
Now the set of non-singular disks Dί, φϊl(Dί\ ••-, φϊl(Dr) has the
following properties
(i) DίΠφ^(Dl) = φ9 and
(ii) φϊl(D'ί} is identical with Ό( in a small neighborhood of dDl
3) This modification has also to eliminate any multiple points that may appear on
ΓU ( i = l , - . m ) .
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( ί = 2 , - , r ) .
Repeating this process r— 1 times produces a set of disks #19 z?2
•••, t?
r
 having the required property.
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